The Vahedi lab at UPENN has multiple Research Specialist positions supported by the Burroughs Wellcome Fund, Chan Zuckerberg Initiative, W. W. Smith Charitable Trust, and NIH including 4D Nucleome Network and HIRN Consortium. There are research opportunities for undergraduate students in our lab. Our laboratory is multidisciplinary, integrating cutting-edge computational and experimental approaches to develop a single to collective cell understanding of gene regulation and chromatin organization in immune cells. You can learn more details about our research at https://vahedilab.com/. More details about the opportunity and how to apply: https://wd1.myworkdaysite.com/recruiting/upenn/careers-at-penn/job/Biomedical-Research-Building-2---3rd-Floor/Research-Specialist-A_JR00031279

Please contact Dr. Vahedi for further information vahedi@pennmedicine.upenn.edu